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AngeloAnustaszo
AicholasBussard

MouthAir Pressureand IntensityProfiles
of the Oboe

MUSICIANS
KNOW THAT some musical wind
instruments take more mouth air pressure to play than others,, and that
notes of higher ffequency on some instruments take more air pressure
than notes of lower frequency. It is also known that the higher notes of
some wind instruments are not as loud as lower notes, and that adjacent
notes on the same instrument may differ in loudness. The literature
reveals that there has been little precise measurement of these factors
by performers and teachers. Of the literature consulted, there was only
one account of a measurement made of the correlation between mouth
air pressure and loudness.1 The unwritten estimates of air pressure
and loudness offered by performers and teachers are not only equally
lacking, but are inaccurate in estimating mouth air pressure. A number
of performers, including professionals, have made approximations of
how much pressure is required to play wind instruments. Their estimates ranged from 20 to 90 pounds per square inch (psi). However, of
those tested on a pressure gauge, none of them could produce more
than 3.5 psi, and some produced less than 2.5 psi. These estimates did
not differ from those of nonmusicians. It is interesting to note that
neither the musician nor the nonmusician would say he could inflate
an automobile tire, although such is implied in a mouth air pressure of
20 psi or more.
Given the basic role of mouth air pressure in playing wind instruments, it seems strange that so little systematic knowledge can be found,
and that SQ much discrepancy exists between belief and substantiated
evidence. In view of this, it was decided that a study of mouth air
pressure and of loudness would be conducted, as these two phenomena
are related.2 Mouth air pressure was easily measured by means of a tube

Robin Gregory The Hor77(London: Faber and Fabert 1961), pp. 114-116.
This study was made possible by a grant from the Bureau for Faculty Research of
\Vestern Utashington State College, Bellingham. Lowell Eddy of the chemistry depart2
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connected to a pressuregauge and placed in the corner of the mouth
where it did not interferewith playing. Loudness,a psychophysiological
phenomenon, is difficult to measure.3 The difficultyis increased when
the listener is also the player of a wind instrument, and hence is both
sound source and listener. Since intensity can be measured in decibel
units and is generally similar to loudness, it was measuredin this study
instead of loudness.
The oboe a soprano double-reed conical-boredinstrument, was used
for this study. Six conservatorymodel oboes of five different makes
were used. Three of the instrumentswere made of wood and three of
plastic. The use of several instrumentswas intended to avoid the idio.syncrasiesof any single instrument.
Four performersparticipatedin the study. Two of them had accumulated twenty-twoyears of experience in playing the oboe and played
on instruments with which they were familiar. The other two performershad played the oboe for less than two years, although they each
had had ten yearsof experiencein playing other woodwind instruments.
lFor this study the less experienced performersplayed on instruments
with which they were not familiar; this was done to ininimize performer
control. The performerswere thus grouped in two categories: more
experienced players performing on instuments familiar to them and
Iess experiencedplayersperformingon instrumentsunfamiliar to them.
It was decided not to hold the reed as a constant factor since this
would be diHicult,if not impossible. The oboe reed is perhapsthe least
durable and least dependable of all reeds due to its small size and the
thinnessof its vibratingedges. A reed may change characteristicsduring
a performanceand may also change when it is not in use. The oboe reed
is found in a wide range of sizes, shapes, types of cut, and stiffnessesbecause most playersmake their reeds accordingto their own specifications.
A similarrangeof variationis found among commercialreeds. The wide
variety of reeds in use is reflectedin this study. lFourteenreeds of seven
different types (four commercialand three performer-made)were used.
The two more experienced players used fourteen reeds-four commercial types and two performer-madetypes. One of the commercial
reeds was made of a plastic impregnatedEber and was consideredbarely
playabIebecauseof its stiffness. Four samplesof one commercialbrand
obtained for the experiment were too soft to be played and were disment assistedwith techniquesof air pressuregauges. Loren Webb of the speech department and Allen Eaton of EducationalMedia Centerassistedwith intensity measurement
and acousticalproblems. David Mason of the biology department,Phillip Ager of the
music department, and Edward Neuzil of the chemistry department gave advice and
assistance in various aspects of the interdLsciplinarystudy. Robert Riggs and Eric
Brewster participated with the authors both as performers and in conducting the
experiments.
3 Stanley Smith Stevensand Hallonsrell
Davis, Hearing, Its Psychologyand Physiology
(New York:John Wiley and Sons, 1938)}chapter 11.
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carded. The two less experienced players were not able to use this
range of reed variation. They used twelve reeds-three commercial
types and two performer-madetypes. The commercialreeds were reworked to make them less stiS and more responsive,making them in
effect diSerent reeds.
For this study the notes of the D major scale from D4 to Dd were
selected. The full chromatic range of the oboe will be included in
future studies,but the difficultiesof handling too much data in a preliminary study made it advisableto set limitations. T}le twoctave D
majorscale containsan adequatenumberof notes and range of registers.
lt includes: (1) the characteristicsof the low register, (2) the characteristics of the middle register}which is played with the same fingeringas
the low register plus various octave keys, (3) the break in fingering
from the low to the middle register (B4 to C#5), and (4) the characteristics of the high registerwith its cross-fingerings
(Ct6 to D6), as shown
in Figure 1.
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Air pressurewas measuredon a Wallace and Tiernan Air Pressure
Gauge, Model #FA 145, calibratedin twentieths of a pound. Pound
measurementrather than mercury or water column equivalents was
used since musicians are more familiar with it. A moisture filter of
calcium sulphate was utilized to protect the gauge mechanism. A
flexible tube connectedto the gauge was inserted by the player in the
cornerof his mouth. This did not interferewith the playingof the reed
instrument,and the player became accustomedto the tube in a short
time.
Sound intensity was measured on a General Radio Sound-Survey
Meter, Type t1555-A, set at Weighting Network B. The meter was
placed approximatelytwo feet from the oboe with the microphoneat
right anglesto the instrument.The level control was set at 85 for some
trials and at 90 for others. Since the profile produced by intensity
differencesfrom note to note was of primaryinterest,intensity was not
measuredfrom a referencepoint such as the hearingthreshold.Thus} all
referenceto decibel readingsin this study is the differencebetween the
highest and lowest intensitiesof notes played.
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Frequencies of the notes played (vibrations or cycles per second)
were measuredon a stroboscopicdevice, the Conn Strobotuner,Model
ST-6, calibratedto the equal-temperedscale.
EXPERIMENTS
ANDDATA
Data were obtained under three sets of conditions:
1. Mouth air pressure was measured while intensity was held constant by referring to the intensity meter.
2. Intensity was measuredwhile mouth air pressurewas held constant
by referringto the air pressuregauge.
3. Intensity and mouth air pressure were measured while the performerplayed the notes in tune by referringto the Strobotuner. At the
same time, the player subjectivelymaintained a constant loudness without referring to the intensity meter.
For the experiments,the performerplayed two octavesof the D major
scale as slowly as required by the observer who recorded the necessary
measurementsof intensity and/or mouth air pressure. The readings
recordedafter each playing of a two-octavescale are referredto as a run
in this study.
As the performer played the ascending D major scale, he was instructed to hold intensity constant until the air pressure reading for
each note was recorded. Intensity was held constant to minimize the
player'scontrol of pressure. The performerselected a level of loudness
that he considered natural and comfortablefor him. He then maintained this level by constantlyreferringto the intensity meter. Seventyfour runs of this type were made.
The performerthen was directed to hold mouth air pressureconstant
while the intensity for each note was recorded. Air pressurewas held
constant at .35 psi as this was the lowest pressureat which some stiff
reeds and some high notes would respond. A total of eighty-eightruns
in this categorywere made.
The performerwas then askedto check each note of the D major scale
with the Strobotuner. This was done to ascertain the effect of playing
in tune. Since it was not possible to play all the notes in tune when
either pressureor intensity was held constant, it was necessaryto conduct this experiment. Each performerselected and attempted to maintain a middle level of loudness (mezzoforte) without reference to the
intensity meter. Both mouth air pressure and intensity readings were
then recorded. Seventy-sevenruns were made.
ANALYSIS
OFDATA
Mouth air pressure was measured in hundredths of a pound per
square inch (psi). Intensity was measured in decibels. Only the differences between louder and softer sounds (greaterand lesser intensities)
were measured, not total decibel measurements. The dotted lines in
Figures2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 indicate one standarddeviation; about 68 per-
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cent of the measurementsmade on each note fall within these dotted
lines. All other lines in Figures2-10 are mean averages.
Mouth Air Pressure

The mouth air pressureused in playing the oboe was measuredunder
two sets of conditions. The first measurementswere made with the
intensity held constant;the results are shown in Figure 2. The second
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set of measurementswere made with mechanicalcheckingof frequency
and subjectivecontrol of loudness; the results are shown in Figure 3.
A minimal smount of performercontrol of mouth air pressurecan be
assumedin both experiments.When the playerheld intensity constant,
he used pressureprimarily to maintain the intensity level. When he
subjectivelyheld loudness constant and checkedfrequencyon the Stro
botuner,he indirectlycontrolledpressurein maintainingan even level
of loudness. However,he also had to check frequencywith the Strobotuner and may have used pressureas well as embouchure to do so.
Hence, pressurewas used for a double function in this experiment:
playing in tune and maintaininga constant level of loudness. Despite
the differentuses of pressurein the experimentsand the varietyof combinations of oboes, reeds, and performersused, the pressureprofilesof
Figures2 and 3 are very similar, Figure 3 being slightly higher. It is
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safe to assume liom this that there is a characteristicmouth air pressure
profile of the oboe, a basic requirement that the player must meet in
order to play the instrument eSectively. Figure 4 shows this profile,
which is an averagefrom a total of 151 runs.
The characteristicsof the oboe with regard to mouth air pressure
requirementsmay be inferred from Figure 4. It is obvious that as the
player ascendsthe scale more pressureis required, but the pressurerise
is not even. The air pressurefor the notes D4 to G4 is fairly learel.There
is a sharp rise in pressurebetween G4 and B4. It was surprisingto find
little pressuredifferencebetween Bi and Ct5; different pressuresmight
be expected here because of the change of fingering, change of tube
length, and change to overblowing. The air pressure profile of the
middle register is almost identical to that of the low register, although
it is at a higher pressurelevel. The profile is fairly level from D5 to G6,
showsa rise from Gb to B5, and is level from Bb to D6. Incomplete data
in later studies suggest that the notes below D4 have about the same
pressurerequirementsas D4, and notes above D6 would require about
the same or a slightly higher pressurethan 1)6.
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Probably no two oboes have exactly the same air pressure profile.
None of those tested did, including the two of the same make, but the
averageprofileservesas a guide in determiningthe profile of any oboe.
Forexample,one of the oboes tested indicated a rise of .12 psi between
G4and A4 as comparedto a rise of .0S, .04, .03 psi, and a drop of .02
psi in the other instruments. With the rise of .12 psi there is a possibility that the A will be softer and sound at a lower frequency
or be flat in musical terms unless the player raises the pressure or
otherwisecompensateswhen going from G4 to A4. Conversely,if he
doesnot lower the pressurein moving from A4 to G4, he may overblow,
andthe G may be louder and sharperthan intended, or the reed may
chokeand not sound. Thus a knowledgeof air pressurerequirements
andthe profile of an instrument is useful to the performer,teacher,
acoustician,and instrumentdesigner.
As noted above, the role of the reed in this study was not explored.
Thestiffnessof the reed affectsthe pressureprofile;stifferreeds require
moreair pressureto sound and give a generallyhigher pressureprofile
thansofter reeds. On the basis of this experiment,it was determined
thatplastic instrumentstake less pressureto play than wood instruments.This may be attributedto diSerencesin smoothnessof the bore
surfaces.
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There were differencesin pressure profiles of the performerplaying
on several instruments. The more experienced performersused lower
pressures throughout the range of the instrument than did the less
experiencedplayers. In addition, each player had his unique air pressure profile as the result of certain physiological factors.
The high estimates musicians and nonmusiciansmade of the mouth
air pressure that tIley can produce or that is required to play wind
instrumentswas not confirmed. In this study, the pressureused to play
the oboe ranged from .20 to .70 psi. Other experimentsnow in process
indicate that a pressureof 1.5 psi is possible on the oboe in the upper
register, but this may be close to the limit. Finally, no one who tried
either with or without playing an instrumentwas able to register more
than 3.5 psi with the glottis open, or more than 4.5 psi with the glottis
closed. These findings o; air pressurewere in the range of pressures
recorded in studies of similar or related topics. Bouhuys recorded a
mouth air pressureof about 60 mm of mercury(1.2 psi) for woodwind
performersand a pressure of about 160 mm (3.1 psi) for brass performers. He also stated that pressuresof up to 200 mm of mercury
(3.9 psi) may be developed.4 In a study of the relationship between
mouth air pressure and oboe frequencies,Stensagerrecorded air pressures of 48 cm of water (.9 psi).5 However, Guinness Book of World
Records mentions a trumpeter who can "generatean internal pressure
of 24 pounds per square inch."6 If this is not an error, it indicates an
upper limit of mouth air pressurebeyond the authors' experience.
Intensity
Intensity was also measuredunder two sets of conditions. In the first
instance, pressurewas held constant. In the second, the frequency of
each note was checked by the Strobotunerwhile the performersubjectively controlled loudness. When the performer played with mouth
air pressureheld constant, there was minimal pressurecontrol of loudness and intensity. The resulting intensity profile, shown in Figure 5, is
characteristicof the oboe to the extent that performercontrol has been
*

*

-

mlnlmlzec

..

The intensity profile of the oboe shown in Figure 5 shows a fairly
regular decreasein intensity from D4 to B5, the range of regular fingering, with the exceptions of E4, E5, and D5. The E's were particularly
troublesome, being louder and measuring greater intensity than the
other notes of the scale. The rise in intensity between B5 and D6 may
A. Bouhuys, "Breathing and Blowing," SonorumSpeculum, No. 13 (n. d.), pp. 1, 5.
Eugene F. Stensager, "An Investigation of Some of the Factors That Control Fine
Pitch Manipulation on the Oboe" (Master's dissertation, University of Washington,
1957).
6 Guinness Book of World Records (New York: Sterling Publishing Company, 1966),
p. 171.
4
5
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be related to acousticaldifferencesintroducedby the cross-fingerings
of
C#6 and D6
When performersheld frequenciesconstantwith the Strobotunerand
controlled loudness subjectively, there were differences between the
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more experienced and less experienced performers. The more experienced performerskept intensity (and presumablyloud}ess) fairly constant, as shown in Figure 6. The less experiencedperformersproduced
the intensity profile shown in Figure 7. A comparison of the three
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intensity profilesin Figures5, 6, and 7 is shown in Figure 8. Note that
all playersleveled the intensity proSle by reduang the intensity of the
notes ffom D4 to F#5. Between D4 and A4 there is not much difference
among the four players, and the diSerencesmay have at least a partial
explanation. The higher intensity of D4 may be due to its being the
Srst note played in each run. Thus it may have been attacked more
firmly by the less experienced performersbecause low notes are more
difficultto initiate than the higher notes. On B4 the instrumentis held
only by the thumbs and the forefingerof the left hand; it is a relatively
awkwardposition and the player may tighten his lips to help hold the
instrument, thus muting the sound and lessening the intensity of this
note. An additional variable may be introduced in the playing of B4
if the player anticipatesthe following C#5,which requiresthe movement
of seven fingersin precisecoordination. E4 and E5 are obviously troublesome notes, and it is not surprisingthat less experiencedplayersshould
producehigh intensities. It should be noted that the differencesbetween
the more and less experienced players shown in Figure 8 are not as
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great as the visual depiction may indicate. A differenceof five decibels
would be audible to a trainedmusicalear and three decibelsmight not
be discernedby an untrained ear. The only point where there is a
differencegreaterthan five decibelsis at E5.
The opinion of the performersduring this study was that a correspondencebetween loudnessand intensity does exist in the oboe. The
E'swhich measureda high level of intensity,were also loud notes, and
the decreasingintensity of F#5 to B5 paralleled a noticeable decrease
in loudness. The results obtained by the more experiencedperformers
in correlatingloudness and intensity in this study and in later experimentssuggestthat loudnessand intensitymay be closelyrelateddown to
thelowest note of the oboe, Bb3.7
As with air pressure,each oboe, reed, and performerhad a different
intensityprofile. The extremerange of intensitymeasuredin this study
wastwenty decibels.
A comparisonof the mouth air pressureprofile of Figure 4 and the
intensityprofileof Figure 5 is shown in Figure 9. This summarizesand
7 Harvey Fletcher, Speech and
Hearing in Communicataott(Princeton, New Jersey:
D. Van Nostrand Company, 1953), pp. 188-189. Fletcher showed that
loudness and
intensity levels were equal for the frequency raxlge SOOto 5,000 Hz; this
includes the
rangeof the oboe above B5.
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confirmsquantitatively the opinion that musicians have of the inverse
relationship between mouth air pressurerequirementsof the oboe and
the resulting loudness, to the extent that loudness is approximatedby
the measurementof intensity.
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9

Comparison of Frequency and Air Pressure Profiles

An experiment to measurefrequencywith either pressureor intensity
constant was not conducted because the measuring device, the Strobotuner, was graduated only to forty cents (hundredthsof a semitone).
Stensager,in an earlier work,made a study of factorsaffectingfrequency
control of the oboe.8 He devised an oboe-playing machine equipped
with an artificial embouchureand mechanism for controlling air pressure, and used the Stroboconn,a more versatile instrument, to measure
frequency. In one experiment he measured the frequenciesof certain
notes from nine different oboes that the oboe-playing machine could
sound.9 Embouchurepressurewas constant, and air pressurewas constant at 32 cm of water (about .45 psi). This contrastswith the experiment reported herein in which frequency was held constant and air
pressurewas measured. For comparativepurposes,those notes of the D
major scale that were produced by the Stensagermachine were selected
and the results for the nine oboes were averaged.
8 stenSager-

9 Stensager,

pp. 37-50.
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In another experianent,Stensageranalyzedand quantifieda common
view of wind instrumentalists:when mouth air pressureon the oboe
increases,frequencyrises; and when air pressuredecreases,frequency
descends.10This parallel relationship between pressureand frequency
is shown in Figure 10, which contraststhe air pressureprofile of Figure
4 (continuousline) with the frequencyprofile of the Stensagerstudy
(broken line). Because frequency was held constant and pressure
measuredin the present study while pressurewas held constant and
frequencymeasuredin Stensager'swork, there should be inversemovement of pressureand frequencyfrom note to note in Figure 10. If the
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air pressureprofile is supposed to rise to maintain frequencyin the
present study, then the frequencyprofile made with pressureconstant
in the Stensagerstudy would have to descend because pressureis not
enough to maintain frequency. The reverse holds also. This inverse
relationshipis seen between all adjacentnotes in Figure 10 except between Es and F#5,F#5and G5,and A5 and B6. This correlationof data
obtained under differentexperimentalconditions,including distortions
introducedby averagingthe pitch profilesof nine oboes, and differences
in players, primarilyin embouchurecontrol, playing machine, oboes,
and reeds,is hardlyconclusivebut does indicate that furtherresearchis
.

.

promlslng.

18Stensager, pp. 50-52.
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CONCLUSIONS

pressure profile, which
1. The oboe has a characteristicmouth air
then with frequency
obtained first with intensity held constant,and
was
heldconstant and loudness controlled subjectively.
which was obtained
2. The oboe has a characteristicintensity profile,
withair pressureconstant.
by the Stensager
3. The oboe has a frequency profile as suggested
WltR alr pressureconstant.
experlment
general characteristics
4. The above are average profiles that suggest
and that of the Stenofthe averageoboe. The data of this experiment oboes have identical
two
sagerexperiment suggest that probably no
useful in analyzing the
profiles.Nevertheless,the average profiles are
may be useful to
information
This
profilesof any individual oboe.
teachers,acousticians,and instrument-makers.
performers,
intensity, and fre5. The relationships among mouth air pressure, complex; for exare
quencyrequire more study. These relationships
purposes in playing a
ample,mouth air pressure is used for several
woodwindinstrument:
that the
a. The instrument has a basic air pressure requirement
player must meet as shown in this study.
(lips in
b. Air pressure may be used together with embouchure
frequency.
control
to
motion
playing position) and vertical jaw
to control the loudc. Air pressuremay be used with embouchure
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Teachers and performersof the oboe and other wind instruments
might be able to use scientifictechnicluesto define and correctplaying
problems. The player would then know that his instrumenthad an air
pressureprofile to which he must adjust, and that each note or set of
notes had frequencyrequirementsthat were partly met by air pressure
changes. If, for example, a given pressurewould help to produceA5 in
tune, then there would be no reason why the player could not attack
the note with the requiredair pressure.If E4 and E5 were too loud and
B5 was too soft in relation to other notes in a musicalpassage,then there
would be no reasonwhy the playercould not equalizedynamicsdeliberately. This would requirean ability to judge the amount of air pressure
that the performerexerts while playing. This expertmentsuggeststhat
this can be learnedas easily as learning finger-touchpressure.
The intensityprofilesof an instrumentcould serve the performerand
the teacheras a guide to loudness level as suggestedby Figure 8. The
manufacturerand acousticianmight also discover more about the relationship between the performerand his instrument that would be
useful in the study, designs,and productionof wind instruments.
WesternWashingtonState College
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